From: Jeff Lewis <reformfaanow
,gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 12,2011 at 10:57 A
Subject: Re: Scheduling the arbitration
To: Mark Wilson <mwilson@natcadc.org>
Cc: Michael Hull <mhull@natca.net>, Hamid Ghaffari <hghaffari@natca.net>,
<ajancewicz@natcadc.org>,
James Swanson <jamesswanson03@gmail.com>,
<rkmedez@gmail.com>

Anna Jancewicz
Jay Barrett

Mark, thanks for the reply, and hopefully we will see it scheduled soon.
I am finishing cleanup of my records, with the intention to post online, to expose FAA's
draconian practices for the world to see. Think of it as a Wikileaks, except I did not sneak these
records out on a music CD, but obtained them legally, mostly via FOIA. While doing this
cleanup, I came across the attached, an email exchange I had with your predecessor, Kevin Sills,
in early August 2008. It shows me asking NATCA for help on establishing the grievance history
of the very corrupt manager who initiated my lockout, removal, etc .... Mr. Neville Jason Ralph. I
never did hear anything back from Kevin on this, so, I ask again: is there any way to obtain some
background on the grievance history of Jason Ralph? Or, stated a little differently: does NATCA
want to look at the overall history on Jason Ralph and take action to clean up a problem in our
Agency?
Parallel to this, in the course of my FOIA's, I have uncovered substantial evidence that Jason was
again involved in another ugly case (see attached), involving a female SFO controller who made a
few comments about a contract drug tester staring at her genitalia during a drugtest (the stuff of
tabloids ..realIy ...sometimes it is hard to believe our chosen Agency behaves this way!). Anyway,
in another FOIA, I was advised by A WP Regional Administrator Withycombe that no
disciplinary proposal or decision was issued to this particular SFO controller. One interesting
detail of this SFO case though, is that, as in my case, she was away from work for more than a
year, in a case that appears to have been initiated by Jason Ralph. I am sure Dave Caldwell knows
much more about this SFO case, which he can share with you to assess the Jason Ralph issue.
Lastly, per my inquiry last week, did anyone in NATCA ever actually receive, read, or (try to
read) a copy ofROI AWP-20070078? To my knowledge, despite Dave Caldwell's comments at
my ROI investigative meeting, Agency never actually provided NATCA with a copy ...
Thanks again. Jeff

PS: if Rodriguez is new, perhaps we should figure out how to get him/her in touch with Glen
Rotella for the full scoop on Agency's handling of this grievance (and other sordid matters).
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